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Client’s Profile
Efecte has a clear mission: to simplify employees’ daily work by automating all Service 
Management processes. One word that best describes their powerful software suite is 
“customizability”, as the implementations for two different clients might look nothing alike. 
No wonder many big businesses from Denmak, Holland and Sweden have decided to cooperate 
with Efecte, deploying their platform in networks of as much as 20 000 work stations.
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Case Study

“I don’t think I have ever seen anyone start doing 
productive work as fast as some of the PGS Software 
employees after an introduction to our team. 
Really impressive.”

Henri Jääskeläinen, Efecte

1. CHALLENGE 
 C The goal was to maintain the current version of a complex business solution that deeply 

integrates with the IT architecture of any company, while at the same time designing and 
creating the future product.

 C Each and every functionality of the system had to be customizable to great lengths 
through the administration module by business consultants with no prior programming 
experience.

 C In parallel to maintenance and development tasks, the team had to craft a vastly improved 
future version of the Service Management Suite, including a new UI, logic and data structure.

 C This updated version had to be 100% compatible with the previous Efecte platform, and 
facilitate seamless migration, despite the fact that every client worked with a different  
configuration of the suite.

 C All system changes had to be extensively tested, analyzed, and delivered in form of a 
documented installer,  as updates were deployed to big businesses with thousands of work 
stations. Any bug or incompatibility could be damaging for both Efecte and PGS Software.
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2. PROCESS  

Technologies
Java, Angular JS, REST 
Easy, Windows, SQL Server, 
Resin AS

Resources 4 developers 
1 team leader

Duration 13 months
project still active

Extra details Support for Linux/Unix, 
MySQL DB, Tomcat

 C Design and development of the future platform: while maintaining the legacy 
software was an important task, most of our efforts were centered around the major 
refresh of the entire suite, code-named “Efecte 13”. Here our team was able to shine, 
performing many design duties and suggesting multiple improvements that led to creation 
of a better, future-proof, state-of-the-art product.

The main challenge was to provide a 100% backwards compatibility with the older version. 
Despite deep changes, reaching down to the new Java-script core of the application, users 
with all sorts of customized implementations of the Service Management Suite had to be 
able to migrate seamlessly, without changing their workflow.

 C Testing: the platform has many strong enterprise users, therefore rigorous testing 
procedures were required for even smallest updates, and not a single new line of code 
could be patched or delivered without careful acceptance tests. All changes had to be 
approved by the client, after an in-depth demonstration of both the code and its function.

from a Windows/Resin/ SQLServer tide solution to much more portable 
configuration that is now deployable to Tomcat and can be installed on Linux/Unix 
OS and supports also MySQL database.

 C Development of the 
current platform:                                             
to begin, we had to quickly find our 
way around the complex platform 
with many existing, devoted business 
customers. Soon we were able to 
prepare the system updates, help 
the customer service team with the 
hardest issues and perform extra 
customizations for important clients. 

We have also worked on some new 
features and migrated the platform
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Memorable moment:
A visit of client’s representation in Rzeszów that 
ended at 5:30 am. And our visit at Efecte office, 
with some go-carts and sightseeing. 

User benefits:

Simplified daily work thanks to 
automated SM processes

Powerful Service Desk solution

Deep customizability via  
Administration module

Better information and process 
transparency

Less manual steps in handling 
the IT assets 

3. RESULT  

Business and functional benefits:     

Full automation of many SM tasks

A powerful and customizable dashboard

Better software asset management

License cost savings

All IT agreements in one central location

Improved data analysis and visualization

Automatic scanning of workstations, servers, devices

Deep custom integration with OS components

Summary 
The approach Efecte has for its customers 
mirrors some core ideas of PGS Software: 
extreme flexibility and customizability. 
Although working on a system with 
multiple different implementations 
produced a unique set of challenges, we 
were more than happy to take our part in 
solving them. What’s most important, is 
that thanks to the knowledge and careful 
attention of PGS Software’s staff, a very 
high opinion that Efecte users have about 
the platform was not compromised by 
outsourced development.

 C About PGS Software: We are a 200-people public Polish IT outsourcing company specialized in software 
development. Our job is to convert your ideas into real-life custom business solutions unavailable with the off-
the-shelf boxed products.

 C About the product:  Efecte Service Management Suite is a complete ready-to-use solution for service 
management with many implementations. It allows clients to gain access to all essential and up-to-date 
information, while ready-made reports enable them to take control of, analyze and visualize data on their 
operational environment.
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